BOWLS INFORMATION
BOWLS FORMATS
We offer a variety of different formats for your holiday enjoyment – each different but all characterized by the same attention
to service, care and detail. Here is a brief description of each, to allow you to make a more informed decision about the style
of holiday that will suit you.

PERSONAL TOUCH TOURING WEEKS
Combining all of the elements of our successful and popular tailor-made club tours, these bring together small groups,
couples and individuals to form their own bowls tour. There will be 3 or 4 bowls matches at local Clubs, depending on the
resort you choose. We also offer mini-excursions to places of local interest before or after games in some resorts. These are
accompanied by our knowledgeable Personal Touch resort managers.
2 bowls per participant are required for these holidays.
Recommended for: those of you who would like to bowl at a number of contrasting venues and meet with fellow bowlers
from around the world. If the game is more important than the result and you also want to see a little more of the locality than
just your hotel then one of our 'touring weeks' may be just what you're looking for.

FRIENDLY FIESTAS
Developed to make the most attractive use of our single green venues, the emphasis during these weeks is on friendly
participation. We gather people from clubs from all over Britain (and sometimes from abroad too!) to play 4 friendly matches
against other teams. Depending on the number of bowlers booked and the number of rinks available, a team will be up to a
maximum of 8 rinks and we can usually add or swap bowlers around to make smaller groups into teams of that size.
The final format will depend on the bookings received. If bookings are limited on certain weeks, we will advise you or your
group leader before confirming your booking, as this may result in some ‘domestic’ games being played in place of matches
against opposing teams. Once again, 2 bowls per person are required.
Recommended for: those amongst you for whom the social element of the bowling is as important as the result of a game.
Ideal for individuals, couples and small groups who enjoy mixing with other bowlers and who are happy to bowl on a single
green.

PERSONAL TOUCH BOWLS COORDINATORS
Our overseas bowls coordinators manage our ‘friendly fiestas’ for us and are chosen for their breadth of bowls experience,
amiability and general organisational skills. Idris Lewis for example, from Nailsea Bowls Club near Bristol, has organised bowls
tours and tournaments with Personal Touch Holidays for many years, during the course of which he and his wife have travelled
most of the bowls-playing world, delighting Personal Touch guests with both their organisational skills and unquenchable good
humour . Other valued team members are former Bowls England president Adie Lloyd and his wife Kathy who we first met when
organising Adie’s Bowls England president’s tour to Spain and Portugal and who have begun to assist us with the organisation of
overseas bowls events this year.

MAKING YOUR DECISION
When selecting your holiday, be it for your Club or just for yourself, please consider the following three options:
1. You may select one of our published holidays.
In this case the holiday will operate exactly as printed. If your group is of 20 to 24 people the likelihood is that you will share
a coach with another group or other individuals. Personal Touch Holidays will organise all the bowlers on the holiday into
teams to play against an opposing side be it bowlers from the UK or from a local bowls club.
2. You may choose that we give you a 'tailor-made' quote.
We achieve the very best rates from the superb hotels we use. In order for us to achieve this we design our holidays very
carefully around a price structure that is subject to everyone participating in a particular holiday following the same itinerary.
We are happy to adjust a programme and rearrange a holiday to suit your Group's specific requests i.e. changing the number
of matches, the included excursions etc. However, due to the additional planning needed to tailor-make a tour, these will
usually be slightly more expensive than our published holidays.
3. You may wish to reserve our entire allocation for a particular holiday.
If your group consists of 40+ people and you want to keep the costs to a minimum it may be better to reserve our entire
allocation on one of our published dates. This will enable you to take advantage of the published package price, following the
itinerary described but with your own exclusive coach transport.
N.B. If you need any further advice or clarification please telephone our office for a chat to help you decide.

DRESS CODE
Matches will be played in whites with regulation bowling shoes. For men white, Bermuda length shorts are also acceptable.
Ladies may wear shorts or culottes. Please remember to bring your ‘wets’ and a white sweater – just in case.

WEATHER
On occasions it may be necessary to cancel matches due to adverse weather conditions. Personal Touch Holidays cannot
accept responsibility for this. In such circumstances every effort will be made to re-schedule your programme. Personal
Touch Holidays will not give a refund in the event of a cancellation.

PLEASE NOTE
Situations occasionally occur in resort that require a little flexibility on the part of participants. There may be late bookings or
late cancellations, guests that have booked to bowl may be unable to for some reason and opposing teams may equally suffer
withdrawals or suddenly prove unable to play. Whilst every effort will be made to adapt to such situations we cannot
absolutely guarantee to operate the planned programme exactly as advertised. Should such circumstances occur, you may be
asked to amend your number of rinks, number of ends, play triples or pairs or even play for the opposing team.
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